INFORMATION ON RECREATIONAL BICYCLING EVENT TO BE ORGANIZED ON 21ST SEPTEMBER 2014 IN KRIŽEVCI

As a part of the project "BA biking", its Lead Beneficiary Town of Križevci plans to organize recreational bicycling event ("biciklijada") in Križevci during the week celebrating European Cooperation Day, on Sunday 21st September 2014.

It is mostly recreational, family event, aiming at all interested citizens from youngest to oldest, which includes rather easy bicycling road-route.

Gathering and registration of participants is planned for 10,00 a.m. in the centre of Križevci on the J.J. Strossmayer square, after what the organized colon of participants will start the route towards lake Čabraji. It is expected that the participants will arrive to the lake at around 11,30 a.m., when there will be organized lunch and entertaining games for youngest participants – children. After lunch, games and rest near the lake, the colon will start back towards Križevci.

Town of Križevci will undertake promotional activities in the local media and expects that the event will be attended by 130-150 participants.

Project title: On the bike from Balaton to Adriatic
Acronym: Ba biking
Project ID: HUHR/1101/1.2.2/1014
Lead Beneficiary: Town of Križevci